Putting your performance in context

“Public View provides us with context, by putting our performance in relation to others. It’s great for spreading best practice – if one team is doing good things, we can connect them to those that are struggling. If we see a different hospital in our region doing better than us, we can try to connect with them and learn.”

Alex Whitfield, Chief Executive of Hampshire Hospitals NHS Trust

For more information on Public View and how it can benefit your organisation, please contact the team at Cloud2 at getmore@cloud2.co.uk or 01274 308378

Scan the QR Code for an introductory video to Public View
Designed by healthcare performance specialists, optimised for NHS leaders.

Public View is an analytics service that connects hundreds of public data sources and presents them in an intuitive dashboard for fast-paced environments, such as board meetings and performance review meetings.

Blending healthcare expertise, cutting-edge technology, and creative design to deliver simple, accurate, and fast insights, Public View enables NHS leaders to focus on where to improve services to patients.

Public View is equipped with full benchmarking capabilities.

Benefits
- Use as / support board Integrated Performance Report
- Enable engagement across the organisation with unlimited users
- Integrate benchmarking into your local dashboards using the database service
- Use for data quality audit to ensure board reporting accuracy
- View the full performance of any NHS provider or system
- Compare performance against multiple customisable peer groups simultaneously
- Use benchmarking and SPC tools for quality improvement
- Set custom peer-based targets and toggle between them instantly
- View historic performance dashboards to 2008 using track back feature
- Compare specialty and sub-indicator performance in custom scorecards

All the features for your team to monitor and improve performance
- Live display of performance against NHS standards and public metrics
- Optimised for PC, tablet and phone including offline working app
- Ranking, trend, change, delta and SPC charts for all metrics
- Pre-built peer groups including CQC, ICS members and Oversight Framework
- HCPS metric provides view of aggregate performance and CQC prediction
- Easy self-registration and password management for unlimited users
- Select from hundreds of KPIs to create your own scorecards
- Add your own local data via Excel upload or API
- Full implementation support including getting started workshop, videos and comprehensive FAQ

Case study

Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust

After trialling Public View, HUTH immediately liked the intuitive interface and uniform dashboard.

Today HUTH relies on Public View to power their integrated performance report (IPR), where it helps reveal important comparative measures. This provides a clear picture of the Trust’s performance to others in the ICS and more broadly across the country.

“For some software you’re always wondering if it’s really adding value to your organisation. That’s never been the case for us with Public View. We have other benchmarking tools but you need to be a data analyst to use them. That’s not Public View, the tool is very intuitive for people to pick up.”

John Taylor, Senior Information Manager, Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust

Hampshire Hospitals NHS Trust

“A real strength is its ease of use, it is 10 times easier than anything else. On likelihood to recommend it’s a 10/10 – and I never say 10!”

Alex Whitfield, Chief Executive, Hampshire Hospitals NHS Trust

Scan the QR code to find out more information about Public View features and case studies